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MERP DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION
At the district level, the administrator has the opportunity to edit and maintain the MERP. Safeguard
Risk Solutions will provide the administrator with a specific login for their district.
The login will consist of an email address and password:

The landing page for all logins is the Home page:

The Home page consists of the available Emergency Plans and Guides based on the group selection of
the user.
Options on the Home page include:


Ability to view and interact with:
o Emergency Response Plan
o Transportation Personnel Procedure Guide
o Building Personnel Procedure Guide



Navigation links:






Home - Current page
Administrative Settings
Help – Icon legend
Supporting Files
Sign Off
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Administrative Options
Select the Administrative Icon to move to the Administrative Panel

General Menu options:










Profile – Your specific log in information
Admin – Return to the Administrative Panel
Sign Out – Logs you out of the MERP
Plans – Access to all the Emergency Plans
Supporting Files – Access to upload documents
Incident Logs – Access to saved Incident Logs and Drills
Groups – A list of group options
Users – List of all users with editing options
Edit - Access to edit the names of role titles used throughout the plans

Plans

The Plan section displays the 3 Emergency Plans available:
1. Emergency Response Plan – This plan is the most detailed allowing an Incident Commander to
step through each incident with best practices. Event aids are included in this plan offering
supplemental information for the situation and the process is logged with the ability to add
notes as the incident is occurring
2. Transportation Emergency Procedures Guide – This guide is for bus drivers as well as any
personnel that will be leading a group of students off site.
3. Building Personnel Emergency Procedures Guide – This plan is both the Building Personnel and
Transportation guides and contain responses appropriate for onsite and offsite incidents.
Within this section there are options to view specific Event Aids and the ability to Edit Event Introductions.
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Event Aids – These are the district specific editable areas of the MERP.
Event Introductions – Each plan has a landing page dedicated to Emergency Contact Information.
A template has been provided for each of the plans to enter in emergency phone numbers.

Editing Emergency Response Plan Event Aids
While the Emergency Response Plan does not allow you to edit the actual incident procedures, it does
allow editing for the Event Aids that accompany the incident responses. The Event Aids are accessible in
the Emergency Response Plan by the Incident Commander and contain supplemental information for the
specific incident selected.

Selecting Event Aids under the Emergency Response Plan will open up a list of all the incident responses.
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Select the Edit Event Aids button for a response to view the default text entry. Create any modifications
and select the Save button to finalize any changes. Modifications to the Event Aid should be typed
directly into the text field rather than cut and pasted from a program like Word. Word will enter
formatting entries that may be difficult to manipulate once entered.
Multiple formatting options are available including bold, italic, text distribution and bulleting.

Editing Emergency Procedure Guides Event Aids
The Emergency Procedure Guides incident responses are made up of Event Aids. Selecting the Event Aid
under a procedure guide offers the opportunity to edit the incident responses by selecting a specific
response indicated by the Edit Chart button.
Each incident response has been crafted for best practices through discussions with First Responders
and Emergency Consultants, however, you may want to personalize your response specifically for your
district.
Select Event Aid next to the guide you would like to modify, then select the Edit Chart button within the
Emergency Procedures Guide to edit the specific incident response.
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The following window will prompt and content can be edited in the Card Content box. Changes will be
displayed to the right when the Apply button is selected. Once the content is complete, select the Save
Card button to save all changes.

The content formatting uses Markdown syntax. Examples for common formatting are shown below:
Italics: *asterisks* = *Calm Students* will show as: Calm Students
Bold: **double asterisks** = **Calm Students** will show as: Calm Students
Italics and Bold: **asterisks _underscores_** = **Follow _Guidelines_ ** will show as Follow Guidelines
Paragraph Alignment: <p align="left">Text Inside Here</p>
Lists can be ordered through numbers or listed as unordered through dashes:
Ordered list: 1. Text line one here
2. Text line two here
Unordered lists: - Text line one here
- Text two here
More Markdown syntax can be found here: http://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/syntax

Editing Event Introductions for the Plan and Procedure Guides
The Event Introductions can be viewed in 2 different areas of the program. First, if you are logged into
the system on a desktop view, the Supporting Materials information is shown to the right as the landing
page when a specific plan is selected.
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Event Introductions, which contain emergency contact information, are also viewable when the
Supporting Files icon is selected. The options available for viewing are dependent on group login. Clicking
on the title will expand the selection and display the Emergency Contact information for that plan or guide.

A default template has been created for emergency phone number entry. Under the Plan section, select
the Edit Event Introduction button next to the desired plan or guide to display the window below.
Modifications to the Event Introduction should be typed directly into the text field rather than cut and
pasted from a program like Word. Word will enter formatting entries that may be difficult to manipulate
once entered.
Multiple formatting options are available including bold, italic, text distribution and bulleting.
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Supporting Files
Additional district specific documents can be uploaded that can be accessed by all users. This upload will
allow the district to upload documents that are specific to schools and would be helpful in the event of an
incident.
Examples of documents may include: Emergency Roles and Phone Numbers, School Evacuation Maps,
Incident Report Forms, etc. Acceptable formats for upload include: PDF, .docx, .xlsx, .jpg, .png.
To upload files to the Support Files section, select the Add File button. The following panel will be
displayed in which selecting the Choose File button will give access to your computer’s files. Once a file
has been selected, click the Upload button to finalize the upload.
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Once the document is uploaded, it will be available by selecting the Supporting Documents icon

Incident Logs
Logs can be saved as Actual Incidents or as Drills with the opportunity to review the logs to better
understand the school’s emergency processes. Selecting the Incident Log button shows all the logs
completed in the district. Logs can be viewed or deleted.

Selecting the View button will display the selected log. Log details include:


Time the action took place
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Source or type of action (begin, notify, note, act, access, etc.)
Source type of action and to where (Logging begins, Moved forward, Moved back to act, etc.)
The Destination includes the steps and any notes that were logged during the event

Groups
Groups are preset but can be modified or additional groups created. The default set up for groups is:




Incident Commander – Access to all plans and the ability to log incident reports.
Transportation Personnel – Access to the Transportation Emergency Procedures Guide.
Building Personnel – Access to the Transportation and Building Personnel Procedures Guides.

Additional Groups can be created or existing ones modified. If the district prefers that the custodial group
only have access to the Building Personnel Procedures Guide, they can create a new group by selecting
the Add Group button. The administrator can then add the name of the group and select the available
resources. Keep in mind that anyone with access to the Emergency Response Plan will have the same
privileges as an Incident Commander with the ability to step through and log incidents.
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By default, only Incident Commanders have access to documents contained under the Supporting Files.
Documents can be made accessible by other groups by editing the group and selecting the Can View
Files option. Remember to select Save when making any changes.

Edit
The Edit button allows the district administrator to personalize role variables to the titles they are most
familiar with, as well as modify the name of the school district displayed.
The Edit section gives the common name and abbreviation used by most school districts for crisis teams.
Your district may have combined positions or refer to them differently. For example, the Flight Team (FT)
is generally made up of a team of counselors, psychologists, and teachers who respond to an event after
the crisis who provides counseling and emotional care. If your district refers to them as the Counseling
Advocacy Group, you can alter the name so that those stepping through the incident response can identify
the groups to be contacted or who will take action.
To rename a role, highlight and delete the current entry and type in the new role name. When all roles
have been adapted to your district, select the Save button at the bottom of the page to complete changes.
Changes will be noted within the Emergency Response Plan and both Emergency Procedures Guides.
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Users
After your initial user upload, the district administrator will be able to create and modify users.

To add or modify a user, select the Add User or Edit button and enter the appropriate data in each field:







Email – This will be part of the user’s login
School – The name of the school the user is associated with
Group – The type of access the user will have based on entered groups
District Admin – Gives district level administration privileges if checked
Password – The password associated with the user, used in login
Active – Checked by default, unchecking renders the user login inactive
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After completing all form fields, click the Save button to save the user information.

Printing the Plan
While the MERP has been designed for online use, the plan can also be printed. It is recommended that
you keep a printed copy on hand and/or saved to your local computer.
To print the plan, go to the Supporting Files icon and select the desired plan from the expandable menus
under the Supporting Materials section on the right. In the upper right corner of the plan’s supporting
materials, there is a link for Email/Print Quality PDF download. Selecting one of the links will create a pdf
document of the plan. The Print Quality version will produce a larger file with higher resolution than the
Email Quality version.

The cover sheet of the plan will feature the school district’s name and a time stamp of when the plan
was printed.
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Help Screen
A Help screen is provided with a definition of each icon used in the plan. Not all icons are visible to all
groups.

Appendix A

APP INSTALLATION & DEVICE CACHING
The website is viewable on a desktop, tablet, smartphone or other mobile device by navigating to the
following website: mobileemergencyresponseplans.com but is also available as an app for Apple and
Android devices through their respective stores.
It is highly recommended that all personnel utilizing tablets, smartphones or other mobile devices
download the app or bookmark and cache the site and login so that they are prepared when an incident
occurs. (Windows Surface Tablets currently utilize the website only).

Apple App
1. Open up Apple App Store on your iPhone/iPad
2. Locate the Safeguard Risk Solutions MERP by searching Safeguard Risk Solutions or M.E.R.P.
3. Tap the MERP entry to select the app
4. Click on the Free install tag or the Cloud image to install
5. A MERP icon will now be located on your phone
6. Tap the icon to log in and access the MERP

*Incident Commanders may create an incident log offline but it cannot be saved until the device has Internet
access. Supporting Materials Documents and Plan printing are not accessible from the App.
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Android App

1. Open up the Google Play store on your Android device
2. Locate the Safeguard Risk Solutions MERP by searching Safeguard Risk Solutions or MERP
3. Tap the MERPentry to select the app
4.

Click the Install button and Accept button if permissions are requested

5. A MERPicon will now be located on your phone
6. Tap the icon to log in and access the MERP

*Incident Commanders may create an incident log offline but it cannot be saved until the device has Internet
access. Supporting Materials Documents and Plan Printing are not accessible from the App.
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For Other Devices & Windows Surface Tablets
If your device has Internet access, the live site will be accessed. If the Internet is not available you will
need to rely on a cached version or a downloaded PDF version of the plan. Not all devices may be
compatible in caching the site for viewing offline. It is highly recommended that all personnel load the
plan into their cache and download a PDF copy to ensure availability when there is no access to Internet.

1. Open up the MERP website in Firefox on your computer and login
2. Bookmark the page
3. The site is cached automatically in your browser. To
confirm the cached site navigate to Options > Advanced >
Network. The website address should be listed in the
Offline Web Content and User Data box under the title
The following websites are allowed to store data for
offline use:

Supporting Materials Documents
are only available in the web
version of the MERP

To view the site when offline, open Firefox and navigate to File > Work Offline.
Once the Firefox browser is in Offline mode, select the bookmarked web page.
The page will open with full functionality within the browser.
If you clear your cookies or cache, you will need to re-establish your cached copy
by opening the website and logging in. Once logged in, the site will again be
cached.

While offline, Incident Commanders may create an incident log but it cannot be saved until the device is
back online. Once the device is reconnected, finish the log by saving as an Incident of Drill.

